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Abstract—This paper shows the network-level view of the
behaviour of two popular and deployed anonymity systems; Tor
and JAP (AN.ON). The analysis uses the fact that both of them
depend on TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and shows cases
when network conditions may affect the systems’ operations. The
main topics are: on-off traffic, difference in available bandwidth
between peers, and usage of the window mechanism in the TCP.
The analysis is divided into two parts: from both the sender’s and
receiver’s point of view. We present the results of experiments
made on live systems, showing that the analysed effects may be
encountered in practice.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HIS PAPER studies network-level effects on performance
and protection given by modern anonymity systems. As
the anonymity layer is built on top of the existing network
protocols, the interactions between the two may affect the
operations of the anonymity system.
We focus on the effects the TCP protocol has on the two
most popular and already deployed designs; Tor and JAP.
Although a significant amount of effort has been put into
researching possible attacks against the protection mechanisms
used by those systems, it is not clear which features of the
network protocol allow the system to gain better protection,
and which should be avoided.
It has been shown that attacks by traffic analysis against
Tor are possible, when the attacker modifies the traffic from
the sender’s side [21]. We check if this works equally well
against both Tor and JAP, and look into the limits of such
attacks, introduced by the network conditions. We do not limit
the analysis to the sender’s side only, but also investigate the
way the receiver can shape the traffic using the TCP flow
control. The analysis and interpretation of results concentrate
on the security-related issues, but we also look into possible
performance implications when they are clear of issues.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work and gives the background on
Tor and JAP. In Section 3 we show our methodology and
setup. The analysis and results are presented in Section 4.
We conclude the paper in Section 5.

T

A. Tor
Tor is a low-delay, high-bandwidth anonymity system developed for TCP traffic, like web browsing [7]. It includes
several extra features, like hidden servers.
The current implementation uses TCP connections between
the nodes. It neither supports cover traffic, nor mixing. Congestion control and simple traffic shaping exist. The flows are
routed independently through the network. However, multiple
requests transmitted between the same two intermediate nodes
may be multiplexed and form one connection.
When it comes to the network layer, Tor uses TCP/IP
implementation provided by the host operating system. All
the processing is done at the user level. From the networking
point of view, Tor is a cascade of proxy servers with traffic
aggregation.
B. JAP (AN.ON)
JAP (Java Anon Proxy) is an anonymity system developed
at the University of Dresden [10] [11].
It uses a different approach than Tor. Instead of onion
routing, it uses a modified version of Chaum mixes. JAP does
not form one single network. Instead, users connect to so
called cascades. In a cascade, mixes are connected by single
connections only, which are used to transfer all the traffic.
Additionally, proxy cache servers may be added after the last
mix. In practice, JAP uses static cascades. All flows share the
same path and are transmitted in a single TCP connection
between subsequent nodes (mixes).
From the networking point of view, JAP is, just like Tor,
a cascade of proxy servers also implemented as external
applications.
C. Related work

II. BACKGROUND
Modern anonymity systems can be divided into two types.
The first type introduces a noticeable delay, even up to days,
in exchange for good anonymity of the user messages. Such
systems are designed for services like e-mail. Two important
978-83-60810-14-9/08/$25.00 c 2008 IEEE

examples are Mixminion [6] and Mixmaster [13]. The second
group can be used for real-time or nearly real-time applications, like web browsing or remote access. Such systems are
designed using client-server or peer-to-peer model. Important
examples include Tor [7], JAP (AN.ON) [2], Freedom [3] (all
three client-server), and the new I2P system [8] (peer-to-peer).

The influence of traffic on the operations of the anonymity
systems has been studied mainly in the context of traffic
analysis attacks. That class of attacks uses flow properties to
match flows before and after the anonymity system.
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In the literature, a statistical approach is often used, as
in [5]. Murdoch and Danezis have shown an attack against
Tor that marks traffic flows by introducing delays, caused by
flooding a node with traffic from an attacker–owned, corrupted
node [14]. On the other hand, Wiangsripanawan et al. state that
the attack would not work against systems using a different
design, like that of Tarzan [19]. Zhu et al. have used a different
approach and studied flow correlation attacks for a mix–based
system [22]. They propose dummy traffic as a defence.
The problem of timing attacks have been studied in a
number of papers [12] [16] [20], showing that numerous
properties of the traffic can be observed at the other end of
the anonymity system. Shmatikov et al. propose dummy traffic
against such attacks [17]. It has also been shown that single
flows can be recognised in the aggregated traffic [23]. Yu et al.
introduce a flow marking technique where they mark traffic by
the changing transfer rate, and detect the introduced pseudonoise code later [21].
Research on the performance of current designs and reasons
for that performance has been much less intensive. Wendolsky
et al. measured the delay introduced by Tor and AN.ON (JAP),
and report it to be in seconds, rather than milliseconds [18].
III. S ETUP

AND METHODOLOGY

Our test environment consisted of two computers, controlled
by us, and connected to the Internet. One of the machines had
a Web server installed, the other one worked as client. The
client also used Tor and JAP client software, which was used
to connect to the anonymity systems.
During the test we downloaded several files of different
sizes, from 40MB to 100KB, from our server to the client,
using the two chosen anonymity systems during their normal
operations. We did not control any of the nodes, nor interfere
with the standard path selection algorithms.
We introduced changes to the traffic sent by the server and
received by the client using bandwidth limits by utilising the
standard Linux firewall tool iptables/netfilter with additional,
custom scripts. We examined the direction from the sender
using traffic shaped into bursts with lengths of 60 and 10 seconds, and with a constant limit during experiments performed
on the receiver. There were two types of bursts, with the first
at 128 kbit/sec and the second at 64 kbit/s. Between bursts,
the transmission took place at 32 kbit/sec. Such rates were
chosen after initial experiments, showing that JAP allows us
to transfer at a maximum rate of 128 kbit/sec. All the traffic
was captured for later analysis.
We used unmodified client software and only services
available to the general public. It turned out that while huge
a majority of Tor connections offered acceptable performance
(there were, however, sporadic connection resets and stops of
the data flow), JAP showed the performance needed for the
experiments only on one cascade; Desden-Dresden. On the
other cascades, unexpected connection drops and/or very low
bandwidth prevented even short file transfers.
As we did not control the anonymity systems or the behaviour of other users, we could not achieve full stability

of the conditions for our measurements. We addressed that
issue at different levels. Our transfers were relatively long
(from several seconds up to minutes), what allowed us to
limit the impact of short disturbances, which were observed in
the traffic. Low transfer rates allowed us to perform transfers
without interfering with other limits there may be on the path,
and without putting significant stress on the anonymity system
nodes. Finally, we performed the experiments during the same
hours and days of the week.
The later analysis was performed using the recorded traces.
We processed the traces to get the number of packets in a one
second timeframe. Then we calculated the cross-correlation
between both ends. We used the following equation:
P
[(x(i) − mx) ∗ (y(i − d) − my)]
rP
(1)
r(d) = rPi
(x(i) − mx)2
(y(i − d) − my)2
i

i

where d is delay, r is cross–correlation, x(i) and y(i) are the
signals, and i = 0, 1, ..N − 1. mx and my are the mean values
of the x and y signals, respectively. Cross-correlation is often
used as a metric in anonymity system evaluation ([22], [12]
or [21]), because it gives an attacker a relatively simple and
efficient tool to match the sender with the receiver. We used
that metric for the same reasons.
IV. A NALYSIS

AND RESULTS

The analysis is based on TCP properties and on the properties of TCP connection cascades. Similar tests may be
performed for any other TCP-based anonymity system.
Figure 1 shows one of our Tor transfers with no modifications from our side, in which a number of interesting facts
arise. The first one is the disturbance at approx. 400 seconds
from the transfer start, which is clearly visible in both the
server and client traffic. Such disturbances can cause attacks
to fail and were also observed in the other traces.
It is also worth noting that the number of packets on both
pictures differs. The server sends at approx. 20 packets/sec,
while the client receives at 40 packets/sec. That fact is easy to
explain after realizing that the first picture shows plain a HTTP
response, when the second shows the same response, but for
packed and encrypted in Tor messages. That is why those
pictures, and the ones shown later, should not be compared
directly.
Figure 2 shows similar graphs for JAP traffic, with visible
bursts on the server side (similar ones appear in all of our
transfers) which looks like the expected results of the backward attack. The client traffic does not run at the maximum
rate, however, as there are also bursts visible from that side.
A. Sender side
A number of different modifications to the traffic may be
made on the sender side. For instance, the server may limit
bandwidth for a single flow. There may also be bursts of traffic
as the server switches from one flow to another. Additionally,
there may be losses, which cause TCP retransmissions. We
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wanted to check if and how echos of such events would be
visible on the receiver side.
Such echos are likely because of one of the basic features
of the TCP protocol [9] [15], namely the fact that the data
reaches the receiver application in the same order it was sent,
even if it might have reached the node in a different order. It
means that if one message is delayed, the data from the later
ones would not reach the receiver before the delayed message
is received correctly. Given the fact that the path used by the
anonymity system consists of several TCP connections, the
delays will cumulate.1 That analysis is correct for both Tor
and JAP, as they both use the TCP for transfers between the
nodes and between the user and the nodes.
Such properties were already discussed in the context of
traffic analysis attacks, as in [14] or [12]. We are not aware,
however, of effectiveness tests under real-world conditions.
Figures 3 and 4 show modulated traffic before and after it
is transferred, using Tor and JAP, respectively. In both cases
the anonymity system did not change the delays and transfer
rates to the extent that would make it unrecognisable.
In the tests we introduced a known traffic pattern into the
anonymity systems and observed the resulting flow on the
receiver side. In the first test, our server was transmitting
at 128kbit/sec for 60 seconds, then at 32kbit/sec for 120
seconds, then at 64kbit/sec for 60 seconds and then, finally,
1 That is independent from packet reordering. The packets will be placed
back in the correct order on every anonymity system node during TCP data
reassembly, before passing them to the application (anonymity software, in
this case).

TABLE I
C ROSS – CORRELATION BETWEEN THE USER AND SERVER SIDE TRAFFIC .
System

Test

None
Tor

Normal transfer
Long bursts
Short bursts
Long bursts
Short bursts

JAP

Best correlation
0.97
0.82
0.23
0.54
0.59

TABLE II
C HANGE OF BURST LENGTH AFTER PASSING THROUGH ANONYMITY
SYSTEMS ( ORIGINAL LENGTH : 60 SAMPLES ).
System

Burst length (before)
avg.
std. dev.

Burst length (after)
avg.
std. dev.

Tor
JAP

50.0
47.9

59.4
52.7

4.1
7.0

9.3
10.1

at 32kbit/sec again for another 120 seconds. The relatively
slow transmission rates were used to limit the possibility of
reaching any other limits there might be on the path. The
results are presented in Tab. I. Tor traffic obviously shows high
correlation. In the case of JAP, the correlation is not that easily
seen. However, after calculating cross-correlation between the
flows using the equation (1), the values for the corresponding
flows are the highest.
We have also calculated the length of the burst before and
after the anonymity system. The results are presented in Table
II. In both cases, bursts after the anonymity system are longer
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Fig. 7. Application-level view of the traffic in TCP-based anonymity systems
as a result of flow control, in the case of differences in available bandwidth,
from the sender (S) to the receiver (R) using the intermediate node (IM).
Main events: (1) S starts transmitting to IM, (2) IM starts transmitting to R,
(3) R starts getting data, (4) IM’s transmit buffer full, stops receiving from S,
(5) S’ transmit buffer full, stops sending, (6) IM re-starts sending to R and
receiving from S, (7) S re-starts sending to IM, (8) IM’s transmit buffer full
again, (9) S’ transmit buffer full again.

than before, but the standard deviation also increases.
As the test was successful, we performed another one, using
shorter, 10 second bursts. There were two types of bursts: at
128 and 64 kbit/sec. The traffic was then formed at the server,
as shown in Figures 6 and 5. It can be noticed that the bursts
are actually shorter than 10 seconds, which is an effect of the
rate switching.
This time, the Tor traffic shown in Figure 5 did not show
similarities to the original. That was also confirmed by low
cross-correlation.
The JAP traffic shown in Figure 6, on the other hand, shows
some similarities to the original. The cross-correlation test
gave values at nearly the same levels as in the previous case
of longer bursts.
B. Receiver side
Conditions on the receiver side can also influence the whole
path because of the flow control mechanism in the TCP. The
TCP has a window mechanism that allows notifications to the
other node, that the transmission should be slowed down or
stopped. A window is the number of octets that may be in
the network without an acknowledgement. The current value
is transmitted as a field in the TCP header [1] [4].
Dividing one TCP connection into multiple ones breaks that
end-to-end flow control. The result of this may be seen if the
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sender transmits at a higher rate than the receiver can receive,
and if the rate offered by the anonymity system is enough
to handle the traffic without introducing noticeable additional
delays or losses.
The situation is depicted in Figure 7. The transmission on
the first (receiver) link will take place at the maximum rate
(or close to that value). It will be lower, from the beginning,
than the transmission rate of the server (events 1-3). That will
cause the buffers in the nodes to fill.
When the sending buffer on the first node becomes full,
it lowers the window size in the connection with the second
node. After some time, the sending buffer on that node will
become full. That will stop receiving from the next node
(event 4). Finally, window lowering will occur at the last link
(between the sender and last node), where it can be observed
(event 5). With the maximum rates still at the same level, the
transmission from the server will start forming bursts, as the
transfers will occur at the maximum rate, but only for short
periods of time, when the next node allows it (events 6-9).
Depending on the network configuration, delays, TCP implementation used by the nodes, and their settings, the bursts
may be observed sooner or later. Also, the time until the
window drops to zero for the first time will vary. In the worst
case that includes sending and receiving TCP buffers on all
the anonymity system nodes along the path and the buffers
in the anonymity software. The bursts may appear earlier if
the anonymity protocol has its own window mechanism, for
instance.
Long and short bursts: We have checked if the effect
described above can be observed in practice. Figures 8 and
9 show the results for Tor and JAP, respectively.
In the case of Tor there are bursts visible which are just as
we expected (compare the with normal traffic from Figure 1).
The time from the transfer start to the moment when the burst
appears is much lower than expected, however. That was the
reason for another test. The aim was to check more Tor paths
and see how long a time was needed for the bursts to appear.
We show the results later in this section.
JAP also shows bursts. The client receives at the maximum
rate. The bursts do not differ sufficiently from the ones in
Figure 2. Even the burst lengths are similar. A different pattern
did not emerge even during the longest 12 minutes transfer.
The fact that the test did not work against JAP during our
test time, is one of the issues worth noticing. The root cause
remains a problem to be considered in the future work. The
bursts may finally appear after all the buffers on the path are
filled, which may take hours in the case of the slow transfer
rates we used.
Our observations show that the transfer rates, even without
any modifications, were lower for JAP than Tor. Also, Figure
6 shows no bursts on the server side, that may suggest an
external bandwidth limit.
Filling the buffers of Tor: We performed additional experiments on Tor, as the amount of data needed to start bursts
was much lower than expected. The results we got clearly
show that the buffers on the whole path were not full when
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TABLE III
D ELAY TO THE FIRST ZERO WINDOW MESSAGE .
Amount of bytes transferred
less than 100,000
100,000 to 200,000
200,000 to 300,000
300,000 to 400,000
400,000 to 500,000
500,000 to 600,000
600,000 to max
no zero window
Total

Number of occurrences
4
2
0
3
6
2
2
7
26

Percentage
15.4%
7.7%
0.0%
11.5%
23.1%
7.7%
7.7%
27.0%
100.0%

the traffic pattern started appearing. There should have been a
similar test performed for JAP, but only one cascade seemed
usable for our research.
Table III shows the results of tests performed using a
630 KB file against different paths through Tor. Every measurement was performed after a Tor restart, and resulted in a
different path being used. We show the number of bytes transferred from the connection start to the first packet with zero
window size (precisely: a window size lower than 1400 bytes).
We found that there are big differences between the paths.
The situation of the window size dropping to zero may appear
after less than 100,000 bytes have been transferred, but may
not appear in the whole transfer. We looked into the traces in
more detail and found a number of interesting facts. There
were differences in the initial window. Also, the window
size reached close to the beginning of the connection differs

between the traces. A large window size appeared in the
transmissions with a non-zero window, or in those with a zero
window close to the transfer end.
That leads us to the conclusion that the differences are
caused by the conditions on the path, including the configuration and operating system of the anonymity system nodes
(especially the one closest to the server). It seems that the
’bursty’ traffic is not caused by the buffers’ overruns on the
whole path, but rather as an effect of Tor’s internal flow
control.
It is also worth noting that if the zero window is reached,
the bursts appear regularly for the rest of the transfer.
As the initial window size differs between the nodes, so
does the amount of data that may be in transit simultaneously.
That may lead to differences in response time, for applications
that have such needs.
Artifacts: We observed a number of artifacts in the traffic.
Examples include: oscillation at 220 sec in Figure 1a, disturbance between 350 and 450 sec in Figure 1 with its’ echo in
Figure 1, bursts on higher bandwidth transmissions in Figure
4 or oscillations in Figure 9.
While searching for possible explanations, we analysed the
source code of the two tested systems. There was no direct
answer. However, we have found out that, as data from many
flows travel by a single TCP connection between the internal
nodes, an retransmission or any other problem will affect
performance on multiple streams at the same time. It means
that the disturbances may be an effect of interactions with
other flows passing through the anonymity systems.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have shown a number of network-level effects that affect
performance of currently deployed, TCP-based anonymity
systems. We have also presented results showing that the
effects may be visible in practice.
Our research shows that describing the network properties
of an anonymity system by using only delay is not enough, and
there are more factors to consider. We have also shown how the
internal design affects flow characteristics. The results can be
interpreted in two ways. The first shows possible performance
issues, and the second one possible attacks (as the traffic may
be marked from both sides of the connection).
We have shown that both systems do not change the traffic
characteristics to the degree that would allow them to hide
fast rate changes. Bursts of a length of 60 seconds were
recognisable after passing by both systems. Additionally, that
was also true for JAP and 10 second bursts. This limits
the space for attacks that would watermark the traffic by
bandwidth changes, like in [21]. Also, both systems tend to
output longer bursts than the input bursts.
It should be noted that receiver behaviour (instead of only
sender behaviour) should also be taken into account when
modelling anonymity systems using network protocols with
flow control like the TCP. When the end-to-end property is
broken, characteristic flow bursts may appear on the sender
side. How it may be used by an attacker remains a problem
for future work to examine. It clearly affects performance,
however, and introduces delay when a fast reply is needed.
Adding to, or improving application level flow control in
anonymity systems, could be a solution to this problem. Such
mechanism should be designed to find a compromise between
performance and the time of reaction to events from the other
peers.
That may also mean that different settings or implementation differences of the network protocols could have a
noticeable impact on the anonymity system’s performance.
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